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Loyalty can be defined as a general term that signifies a person's devotion or sentiment of attachment to a particular object, which may be another person or group of persons, an ideal, a duty, or a cause. Or, in more simpler terms, one’s feelings of support and devotion towards another person or object. Without loyalty, bonds and relationships wouldn’t be able to grow.

Now that a basic understanding of what loyalty is has been set, it raises a question. How can one be loyal? Well, loyalty can be shown in many different ways. It can be shown by simply keeping a consistent behavior with friends like texting and calling them, or spending quality time with them. It can also be shown in more immense ways like how a parent is loyal to their child by showing them unconditional love and support.

Loyalty isn’t just limited to the human-kind. Studies have shown that animals can show immense amounts of loyalty as well. Many animals tend to travel in packs or herds. Take dogs for example. Studies show that 90% of American households consider dogs as a part of their own families. Well, dogs that we know now actually came from wolves. Wolves travel in packs and typically have an alpha as the leader. When an alpha is in place, the other members of the pack show respect towards that leader. Dogs now still carry those wolf instincts making them out to be very loyal to their “alphas,” who, in place of dogs, are now humans. Dogs can show their loyalty to their owners by protecting them when they feel there is a threat or coming back to their owners when called. They also tend to show unconditional love to their owners which give them the common term, “man’s best friend.”

Yet, staying loyal isn’t always the easiest thing to do. With millions of temptations in the world, it seems that staying loyal to someone isn’t always as cut and dry. Loyalty comes with a lot of commitment and breaking that loyalty can actually result in hurting people you care about. A common example seen nowadays is cheating. Cheating can be seen as a very common issue in the world. As easy as it is to gain the loyalty of a significant other, doing an act such as cheating can destroy that loyalty in a matter of seconds. Loyalty may sound easy, but one small act due to temptation can end up destroying that bond.

Loyalty may not be as cut and dry as it seems, but with hard work and dedication, it can pay off well. Loyalty is an important value to obtain because loyalty is what allows humans and creatures to bond and build relationships. Loyalty is a trait that is priceless and must be used so that humans can continue to grow and advance in society together because without loyalty, no one would be able to grow.